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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the role that inductive logic programming can play in building flexible multistrategy learning systems. We demonstrate that a variety of learning algorithms can be embodied in the background knowledge of an ILP system. ILP is an effective framework for multistrategy learning because it has a mechanism for learning new concept descriptions which can refer to knowledge provided by the user or learned from some other task. The Horn clause representation is central to this mechanism since it can be used to specify background knowledge in such a way that the learner can apply its knowledge to new information.

INTRODUCTION

There are many reasons why one may wish to combine a variety of learning strategies in one system. Many experiments have confirmed that we are yet to find a single learning algorithm that does best in all circumstances (for example, Michie, Spiegelhalter & Taylor, 1994). It is often more effective to use different algorithms at different times than to try to use one algorithm all the time. This approach raises several questions, including: under which circumstances is a particular method appropriate and how large does our library of algorithms have to be?

Often, multistrategy learning systems have a fixed set of algorithms to draw upon and their interaction is pre-determined by the programmer. In other words, they are often designed to be specific to a particular type of learning problem. In this paper, we suggest that general purpose multistrategy learners can be constructed by allowing the learner to make use of complex background knowledge.

We contend that a great deal of flexibility can be gained by a machine learning system which uses a concept representation language that permits references to user defined background knowledge as well as knowledge derived from other learning tasks. The Horn clause logic of inductive logic programming is such a representation language.

First, we illustrate the power of complex background knowledge with an example of numerical reasoning in inductive logic programming. Next, we describe an ILP system that encourages the use of learned as well as predefined background knowledge. Finally, we discuss the connection between background knowledge and multistrategy learning.

1 This paper is adapted from a presentation given to the 1996 International Workshop on Multistrategy Learning, Harper’s Ferry West Virgina.
AN EXAMPLE: NUMERICAL REASONING IN ILP

The effectiveness of background knowledge as a means of providing a variety of learning strategies can best be seen through an example. Sammut, Hurst, Kedzier and Michie (1992) describe a learning problem where a human pilot is required to fly an aircraft in a flight simulator. During the flight the actions of the pilot are logged, along with the situation in which the action is performed. Flight logs are used as input to an induction program which generates rules for an autopilot.

The task of piloting an aircraft through a complete flight plan is a complex task involving a number of stages each of which is defined by a particular goal. For example, the pilot may be told to take off; climb to a particular altitude; turn to some heading; maintain straight and level flight until a certain marker is reached, etc. For each stage of a flight, we build a separate set of control rules. Further complexity is added by the fact that an aircraft has a number of controls, eg. elevators, ailerons, rudder, flaps, throttle, etc. Within each stage we build rules for each control available to the pilot. The result is a two-level controller where the top level is an “executive” which invokes low level agents to perform a particular task. Thus, “Learning to Fly” applies machine learning in a number of ways to build a control system that has different strategies for different situations. While the result is a multistategy controller, our original experiments only involved a single learning algorithm, C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993).

Although these experiments resulted in working autopilots capable of flying the aircraft from take-off to landing, the rules that were generated were often large, difficult to read and not always robust under different flight conditions. One reason for some of these difficulties is that only the raw data from the simulator were presented to the learning algorithm. The data obtained from the simulator include the position, orientation and velocities of the aircraft as well as the control settings. While these data are complete in the sense that they contain all the information necessary to describe the state of the system, they are not necessarily presented in the most convenient form. For example when a pilot is executing a constant rate turn, it makes sense to talk about trajectories as arcs of a circle. Induction algorithms, such as C4.5, can deal with numeric attributes to the extent that they can introduce in equalities, but they are not able to recognise trajectories as arcs or recognise any other kind of mathematical property of the data.

Srinivasan and Camacho (forthcoming) have shown how such trajectories can be recognised with the aid of a sophisticated mechanism for making use of background knowledge. This mechanism is part of the inductive logic programming system Progol (Muggleton, 1995). The feature of Progol that most interests us here is that the learning algorithm is embedded in a custom built Prolog interpreter. Concepts learned by Progol are expressed in the form of Prolog Horn clauses and background knowledge is also expressed in the same form. Moreover, the Prolog interpreter’s built-in predicates may appear in either learned or background clauses.

Like Marvin (Sammut, 1981; Sammut & Banerji, 1986), Progol begins by taking the description of a single positive example and saturates the description by adding to it literals derived from background knowledge. These new literals result from predicates in the background knowledge being satisfied by data in the example. Suppose the example contained the numbers 2 and 3 somewhere in the example description. Also suppose that the built-in predicate ‘<’ were supplied as background knowledge. Saturation might add a new literal, \( X < Y \), to the description of the example. \( X \) has been substituted for 2 and \( Y \) for 3. Progol permits mode declarations to restrict the application of predicates to avoid an explosion in the number of literals that the saturation procedure may try. Note that any of Progol’s built-in predicates can be declared as background knowledge and any user defined Prolog program may also be declared as background knowledge. Furthermore, since Progol concept representation language is Horn clauses, any learned concepts may also be entered as background knowledge.

When saturation is completed, Progol has a most specific clause to serve as a bound on a general-to-specific search. Beginning with the most general clause, ie. one with an empty
Table 1. Background Predicates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pos(P, T)</td>
<td>position, $P$, of aircraft at time, $T$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>before(T1, T2)</td>
<td>time, $T1$, is before time, $T2$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regression(ListY, ListX, M, C)</td>
<td>least-square linear regression, which tries to find $Y = MX + C$ for the list of $X$ and $Y$ values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear(X, Y, M, C)</td>
<td>$Y = MX + C$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circle(P1, P2, P3, X, Y, R)</td>
<td>fits a circle to three points, specifying the centre $(X, Y)$ and radius, $R$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;=$, $&gt;=, abs$</td>
<td>Prolog built-in predicates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

body, Progol tries to find a subset of the most specific clause that satisfies a minimum description length criterion for the best clause. Muggleton (1995) describes the search procedure.

Progol’s ability to use background knowledge can be used in a multistrategy approach to learning to pilot an aircraft. Srinivasan and Camacho applied Progol to the problem of learning to predict the roll angle of an aircraft during a constant rate turn at a fixed altitude. To do this effectively, the target concept must be able to recognise the trajectory as an arc of a circle. The predicates shown in Table 1 are included in the background knowledge.

The $pos$ predicate is the ‘input’ to the learner since it explicitly describes the trajectory of the aircraft as a sequence of points in space. These points are derived from flight logs. The $before$ predicate imposes an ordering on the points in the trajectory. The $regression$ predicate provides the key to finding the relationship between the roll angle and the radius of the turn. The mode declaration for $regression$ specifies that the first two arguments are lists which described the sequence of pairs of coordinates for the aircraft during the turn. The mode declaration causes Progol to generate these lists and invokes $regression$ which performs a least-square regression to find the coefficients of the linear equation which relates roll angle and radius. $Regression$ must be accompanied by another background predicate, $linear$, which implements the calculation of the formula.

The regression predicate is an intermediate relationship that does not appear in the final description of the learned concept. During saturation, $regression$ recognises the relationship between the angle and radius, given the sequence of aircraft positions. Once the coefficients of the linear equation are available, Progol can generate a reference to $linear$. Thus the theory produced is:

$$roll\_angle(T1, Angle) :-$$

$$pos(P1, T1), pos(P2, T2), pos(P3, T3),$$

$$before(T1, T2), before(T2, T3),$$

$$circle(P1, P2, P3, _, _, Radius),$$

$$linear(Angle, Radius, 0.043, -19.442).$$

The $circle$ predicate recognises that $P1$, $P2$ and $P3$ fit a circle of radius, $Radius$ and regression finds a linear approximation for the relationship between $Radius$ and $Angle$ which is:

$$Angle = 0.043 \times Radius - 19.442$$

The ‘_’ arguments for $circle$ are “don’t cares” which indicate that, for this problem, we are not interested in the centre of the circle.

---

2 The theory as been simplified slightly to avoid lengthy explanations of details not relevant to this discussion.
Machine learning algorithms generally tend to be poor at numerical reasoning. This is usually left to scientific discovery systems. However, the flight trajectory example illustrates why, for many domains, it is important to incorporate numerical reasoning into induction. One way to do this is by adding background knowledge for a variety of equation solvers.

Because Progol permits the use of arbitrary Prolog code in its representation of concepts, it can invoke a variety of methods for fitting data which go beyond Progol’s own ILP style of learning. Linear regression is just one example of a statistical method for fitting data. A library of such predicates gives a system like Progol the ability to use different strategies depending on the type of data available. Since the components of the library are just Prolog programs, the learning algorithm does not have to be modified to permit different data fitting methods to be added. Furthermore, the library may even include other learning algorithms. In the following section, we describe an ILP system that has such a library of learning algorithms.

**USING INDUCTION TO BUILD BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE**

An experimental ILP system, *iProlog*, is currently being developed which is actually a Prolog interpreter with a variety of machine learning and statistical algorithms included as built-in predicates. The algorithms included so far are: Aq (Michalski, 1973; 1986), ID3 with pruning (Quinlan, 1979; 1993), Induct-RDR (Gaines, 1989), naive Bayes, regression trees (Breiman et al, 1984), linear discriminant, DUCE (Muggleton, 1987). All of these algorithms can be invoked as predicates which are available as background knowledge to an ILP system similar to Progol.

First, we give a brief example of the individual use of some these algorithms and then we describe how they may be combined in a multistrategy learner. Like most attribute/value based systems, a description of the attributes and their legal values is required. Following the example of Cendrowksa (1987):

```prolog
mode lens(
    age(young, pre_presbyopic, presbyopic),
    prescription(myope, hypermetrope),
    astigmatism(not_astigmatic, astigmatic),
    tear_production(reduced, normal),
    lens(hard, soft, none)
).
```

The task here is to learn to predict whether a person should wear a hard or soft contact lens or wear no contact lens. The class value is always the last attribute in the list. Examples are entered as ground unit clauses in Prolog’s database. A small sample for the problem described above is:

```prolog
lens(young, myope, not_astigmatic, reduced, none).
lens(young, hypermetrope, not_astigmatic, reduced, none).
lens(young, hypermetrope, not_astigmatic, normal, soft).
lens(pre_presbyopic, myope, astigmatic, reduced, none).
lens(pre_presbyopic, myope, astigmatic, normal, hard).
lens(presbyopic, myope, not_astigmatic, reduced, none).
lens(presbyopic, myope, not_astigmatic, normal, none).
lens(presbyopic, hypermetrope, astigmatic, normal, none).
```

To run an induction algorithm, we simply invoke it as a procedure call in Prolog. Thus, to build a decision tree, the following call is executed:

```prolog
id(lens)?
```
The output of all the induction algorithms is a Prolog clause which captures, the decision tree or set of rules. Since the output is in standard Prolog form, it can be asserted into the database and used as an ordinary program.

```
lens(Age, Prescription, Astigmatism, TearProduction, Lens) :-
   (TearProduction = reduced -> Lens = none
    |TearProduction = normal ->
      (Astigmatism = not_astigmatic -> Lens = soft
       |Astigmatism = astigmatic ->
        (Prescription = myope -> Lens = hard
         |Prescription = hypermetrope ->
          (Age = pre_presbyopic -> Lens = none
           |Age = presbyopic -> Lens = none))))).
```

ILP learning systems are typically used in domains where relational information is important. These are domains in which the common attribute/value representation of traditional induction algorithms makes representation of examples and concepts difficult. However, when a relational representation is not essential, propositional learning algorithms are often still preferable because of their speed and ability to handle noise and numeric data.

We have seen how Srinivasan and Camacho used linear regression to fit numeric data. In the same way, it is possible to use regression tree methods as background knowledge to construct a function. The following data are samples from a flight log. Each clause gives the position of the aircraft and the pitch angle in 10ths of degrees.

```
pitch(500, -2461, -977, -7).
pitch(498, -2422, -955, -17).
pitch(489, -2385, -932, -20).
pitch(413, -2219, -801, -20).
pitch(397, -2190, -771, -18).
pitch(369, -2131, -709, -19).
pitch(265, -1925, -494, -15).
pitch(252, -1895, -463, -13).
pitch(231, -1835, -400, -12).
pitch(211, -1771, -339, -10).
pitch(202, -1737, -311, -8).
pitch(195, -1702, -283, -7).
```

Suppose we wish to predict the pitch of the aircraft, based on its current position. This is a gross simplification of what we would really want to know since pitch is usually not a function of position alone.

Running the CART regression algorithm, we obtain the following regression tree:

```
pitch(Alt, Dist, X, Pitch) :-
   (Alt <= 216 ->
    (Alt <= 21.5 ->
      Pitch = -3.86;
    (Alt <= 83.5 ->
      Pitch = -7.70;
      Pitch = -6.11);
    Pitch = -17.18).
```

As with linear regression, regression trees can be built during saturation. Two background predicates are required to achieve this. Like linear regression, one predicate is needed to invoke the regression tree algorithm during saturation and the second predicate is needed for execution of the regression tree, eg. `pitch`. In this case, however, the second predicate is

---

1 Prolog’s standard notation for the logical ‘or’ is ‘;’. We use this symbol and ‘|’ interchangeably.
ARCHITECTURE OF IPROLOG

Figure 4 shows the architecture of the iProlog system.

The present design of iProlog can be thought of as a deductive database system with a library of machine learning algorithms embedded in it. A Prolog interpreter acts as the “glue” that binds the system together.

The database system uses a superimposed codeword index to achieve rapid access to clauses which may be stored on disk. The machine learning algorithms are to be used as data mining tools to explore the database. Since the database may contain a variety of data types, the user may choose to invoke different learning algorithms to suit the application. However, since the output of the algorithms are always Prolog clauses, no matter which algorithm is used, the learned concept can be used as background knowledge for further learning.

DISCUSSION

This discussion has taken place in the setting of inductive logic programming. However, the issues raised here go beyond a debate about the suitability or otherwise of logic as a representation language. The key issue are that:

• the background knowledge and the concept description language should be the same and
• the expressions in the language should be executable as programs.

Uniformity of representation language ensures that knowledge can be reused. That is, learned concepts can be added to background knowledge for further learning. The user can also provide pre-defined background knowledge and the system will not have to know what is user defined and what has been learned because both are treated the same way.

If the representation language is executable and therefore can be used to write programs, the background knowledge can describe very powerful concepts, including other learning and data modelling algorithms.

It happens that Horn clause logic has these features. For all the limitations of this form of representation, it does provide an excellent framework for building flexible learning systems.
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